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Bullets: Sizes, Calibers, and Types 
One of the most daunting things when I first started looking for a gun

was…what size bullet to get?We’ll be covering purely bullet size…and the benefits/weaknesses of
each.  Now, there’s A LOT of sizes out there but I want to cover the

ones you’re most likely to see and/or use.  These are the ones that you
can walk into just about any sporting goods store and buy.Then we’ll follow up with some bullet terminology and the different

types of bullet tips (hollow point, etc), how shotgun shell sizes
work, and a breakdown of the components of a round.  By the end, you’ll
be a bullet pro!

Bullet Size & Caliber
First!

For guns, “caliber” means the diameter of the barrel and thus the di-
ameter of the bullet that is going through it.  Also for terminology

sake, “bullet” just means the metal projectile, while the entire thing
is called a cartridge.

We’re going to cover a lot in this article, including:
Rimfire vs Centerfire•
Common Calibers•
Common Bullet Types•
Components of Cartridges•

If you want to jump ahead, check out our suggestion for the Best Place
to Buy Ammo Online.
Now what you’ve been waiting for…
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Rimfire vs Centerfire

The first differentiator is between rimfire and centerfire cartridges.

The rimfire’s primer is built into the rim while the centerfire car-
tridge has the primer in the center.  Rimfires are extremely cheap

(few cents each) and the .22LR is the most popular rimfire caliber.  For
even more differences, see our article on rimfire ammo or familiarize
yourself with how guns work.

Common Bullet Calibers

There’s A LOT of bullet calibers, but you might not run into more
than a handful in your lifetime.  We’ll be going over 18 calibers in

total I have on hand, but let’s start with the top 11 most common sizes
(in my opinion) first.
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Overview of More Common Bullet Calibers

To make things a little more confusing, there’s a mixture of measure-
ments in inches and millimeters.  There’s also a unit of weight called

a “grain” which is used to denote the weight of bullets.  A “grain” is
really small since 7000 grains make up one pound.

When you talk about bullets at this high of a level, the most high-
level trait is “Stopping Power”.

This is a relatively vague trait and somewhat controversial.  What it
boils down to is how many bullets does it take to drop a person.

Granted, if you hit someone in the right spot it only ever takes one but
in most situations, you’re aiming for center mass (a.k.a. the chest,
a.k.a. the largest target available).

Some bullets have enough power or other traits that will cause damage
to organs even if you don’t hit them directly. You might also hear

about a term called “Hydrostatic Shock” but that’s an entire article
unto itself.

.22LR

The “twenty-two” long-rifle is the most common caliber in terms of
units sold.

It has a bullet weight of around 30-40 grains and is extremely mild
shooting in both pistols and rifles.  The recoil is almost non-ex-

istent which makes it a great starter round for someone who has never
shot a gun or is uncomfortable with the noise.

The low price of the bul-
lets is also great for

learning sight pictures.  It
is traditionally the start-
ing caliber for shooters.
These things are only a few
steps up from a pellet gun
round.

They can kill, don’t get
me wrong, but they’re

mostly for killing rats,
snakes, and birds. They’ll kill an attacker for sure but it might take
a shot or six.

Ihave extremely fond memories of earning my Rifle Shooting merit badge
with a .22LR.  Many popular handguns and rifles have .22 versions or

adapters that let you practice on the platform but use the inexpensive
.22LR ammo.
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.25 ACP

Slightly larger than the .22 and slightly more powerful….though not
much.

The ACP stands for “Automatic
Colt Pistol.”  There are quite

a few guns that use this size but
the ammo is more expensive and
you’re not getting too much-added
benefit other than the inherent
reliability that comes with cen-
terfire casings.

Slightly more stopping power than the .22 but it’s kind of like the
difference between stabbing someone with an ice pick or a knitting

needle.

Both do the job, but one will leave an ever so slightly larger hole.
It’s a tiny round and I’ve yet to use a .25 caliber gun that didn’t

work like crap.  I’ve used a few flawless .22’s, however.  I don’t know
why that is.

.380 ACPNow we’re getting into the beefy
sizes.

Personally, I would never use a gun
with anything smaller than a .380 as

my primary carry weapon.

Sometimes called a “9mm Short”, it
has seen a major boost in popularity

recently thanks to the various “pocket
pistols” that have come on the market.
This is also a very controversial
round.   If you ever want to troll a gun forum, just go there and ask
“which is better: a .380 or a 9mm?” or “Does a .380 have enough stopping
power to use it as a carry?”  Watch the arguments start.

It’s entertaining.

This bullet has relatively low recoil and, at close range, good pene-
tration.

They’re a great carry weapon size, in my noobish opinion.  Gun author
Massad Ayoob once said of the .380 “Some experts will say it’s barely

adequate, and others will say it’s barely inadequate”.  This is a low
power round.  Because of the nature of the bullet and the guns that shoot
it, it’s going to be relatively useless beyond close-ish range.
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9mm

This pistol round is officially known as the “9x19mm Parabellum” or
“9mm Luger” to distinguish it from other 9mm rounds, but you will be

fine just saying “nine millimeter” or “nine mil” for those in the know.

My personal favorite and if there was a “Goldilocks” round, this would
be it.

The very first gun I bought was a 9mm.  They’re fun at the range.
They’re good for defense.

Believe it or not…or actually
believe it because it’s

true…the 9mm bullet is the same
diameter as the bullet used in
the .380 and the .38 Special.
The difference between the
three is the amount of gunpow-
der behind it and possibly bul-
let weight.

It is the standard round for NATO countries and the majority of police
forces around the world.  It is mild shooting, can vary in weight from

115-147 grains, and has varying stopping power based on the type of bul-
letThe rounds are inexpensive and they have very low recoil.  Many, many

guns use this size as well.  A compact 9mm gun can be used for con-
cealed carry.  Most of the guns that use this size can hold on average
15-17 rounds in the magazine.

.40 S&W

Remember how I said the 9mm was the
“Goldilocks Round”?  If that’s the case
then the .40 is her big, angry, whiskey
drinking sister.

Originally designed for the FBI as a re-
duced 10mm cartridge and popular with
other law enforcement agencies ever
since.  More kick when compared to the
other popular handgun cartridge, the
9mm.  Weights of the bullet can vary
from 155 to 165 and 180 gr.

Note that the FBI recently decided to move back to the 9mm since
agents are able to shoot more quickly and more accurately with 9mm

compared to the .40 S&W.
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.45 ACP

Designed in 1904 by Mr. John Browning himself for the famous 1911 pis-
tol, this round has one heck of a history.

This thing is a big bul-
let with stopping power

to spare.

The choice of many police
officers and military

personnel for years, the
.45 caliber round has
proven itself time and time
again. I could probably do
an entire article on just
this bullet.

It has a large bullet of around 230 grains and has moderate recoil.  I
can tell you from personal experience that this is not a round to hand

to someone who’s never fired a gun before.  Its stopping power is renowned
and has a nostalgic following.

.38 Special

The “thirty-eight special” is most
commonly found in revolvers.

It has manageable recoil but is still
quite a handful when in a very
light/small revolver.  It has a
longer cartridge and more powder in
said cartridge but it is a slower,
heavier bullet than the 9mm.  The
FBI used this cartridge as its stan-
dard issue for a very long time.

The .357 Magnum is identical to the round except for being slightly
longer.  You can safely fire a .38 Special in a .357 Magnum gun, but

don’t try the other way around due to size and pressure constraints.
Bullet weights vary from 110 to 132 to 158 gr.

7.62x39mm

The Soviet round used in the AK-
47 line of rifles.  It has mod-

erate recoil, great knockdown
power, and a bullet weight of usu-
ally 123 grains.  There is a high
availability of military surplus
ammo which makes the round very af-
fordable.
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.223 / 5.56x45mm

The “two-two-three” (inch) Remington
has almost the exact dimensions as

the “five-five-six” (mm) NATO car-
tridge.

The 5.56 has higher pressures than
the .223, so .223 rounds can be

fired in a 5.56 rifle, while 5.56
rounds should not be fired in a .223
rifle.  Bullets are around 55 grains
and the cartridge has light recoil.

It is the ammunition used in the
M16/M4/AR-15 line of rifles and there’s still endless debate on its

effectiveness in combat.  However for civilian shooters who get the ben-
efit of hollow point ammunition…it is strongly recommended for home de-
fense.

.308 / 7.62x51mm

The “three-oh-eight” (inch)
Winchester is almost the

same dimensions as the “seven-
six-two” (mm) NATO round.

There are special considera-
tions when mixing the rounds

but unless you know what you are
doing, stick with the round in-
tended for your rifle.

It is a popular hunting round
with moderate recoil, high stopping power, and a wide range of bullets

available from 150 to 208 grains.

12 gauge

The most popular shotgun round.

20 gauge is a smaller round while
10 gauge is a much larger round.

Recoil can vary from moderate to
high based on round.  Shotgun am-

munition is the most versatile with
birdshot (lots of smaller metal
balls), buckshot (fewer much larger
metal balls), and slugs (1 oz piece of solid metal).  Stopping power
is renowned with buckshot and slugs.
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.50 BMG

Not really common for civilians, but I just
had to have it in here.  It’s huge and has

huge recoil with awesome range (confirmed
kills at 2000m+), and you definitely don’t
want to be on the receiving end of the bul-
let.  660 grains of pure stopping power.

Common Bullet Types & Terminology
Full Metal Jacket (FMJ)

This is the most common type of bullet and consists of a soft metal
core, such as lead fully encapsulated by a harder metal, such as cop-

per.  They are usually pointy, round, or even flat.  Wound channels are
typically small and go through a target.

Great for the range but not preferred for defensive rounds.

Hollow Point (HP)Hollow points are made to expand once
they hit something.  They are the go-to

round for police officers, concealed weapon
carriers, and home defense guns because of
their stopping power.

Below you can see the difference between
a round nose 9mm FMJ and a hollowpoint:

Open Tip (OTM)

Open-tip bullets look like hollow points since they have an opening at
the top, but this is more because of

their manufacturing process.  The open-
ings are too small to expand effec-
tively.

Regular FMJ’s are created from small
copper cups where the bottom of the
cup becomes the tip of the bullet.
Open-tip bullets are the opposite,
with the bottom of the cup becoming
the bottom of the bullet.
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Open-tip bullets are sometimes also known as Open Tip Match (OTM) since
they are preferred by long-distance shooters.  The manufacturing process

for open tip bullets creates a more consistent round than FMJ.  Important
when you’re shooting hundreds of yards!

To make things more confusing, several manufacturers such as Sierra still
call their open tip rounds “hollow point.”  If it is important to you,

it is best to check online or call.

Ballistic Tip

This is what you get when you combine
the aerodynamics of an FMJ with the
stopping power of a hollow point.
This is a hollow point covered with
plastic to mimic the profile of an
FMJ.  They are usually used in hunt-
ing.
Below you’ll see that the bottoms of
the bullets are more streamlined.
This design is called “boat tail” and
produces less drag as the bullet flies
through the air.  HPBT is short for
“hollow point boat tail.”

Soft Point

This is an earlier attempt to get the ballistic advantages of an FMJ
with better expansion.

In soft point bullets, part of the lead is exposed at the tip.  The
softer lead is designed to flatten better when the bullet hits a tar-

get.  But for the most part, ballistic tips have surpassed the performance
of soft points.

Note that the left and right bullets are boat tail while the middle one
is not.
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Bird ShotWe’re back to shotgun rounds.

Birdshot consists of the top
row and is pretty small pel-

lets numbering in the dozens in
each shell.  Here’s a 7.5 shot
shell with a clear hull.

Great for hunting birds and
blasting clay pigeons, but

not the best for home defense.

Buck Shot

The overall best home defense round
is buckshot.  00 (“double-aught”) is

the go-to load.

Slugs

Slugs are single projectiles that
are around 1 oz of solid metal

that really bring the hurt.  How-
ever, they don’t have the spread of
birdshot or buckshot.  But, in the
hands of a solid shooter, they can
be accurate up to 100 yards.
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COMMANDO CHALLENGE
2019

"REMEMBER THE FALLEN"

International centers for Special Training in protection and security
Alfa-Metal Ltd , town of Gabrovo, Bulgaria , invites you to take part

into our International Competition Commando Challenge 2019 . The Compe-
tition will be organized with the initiative of training center Alfa-
Metal and ex officers of Bulgarian SWAT team and ex officers of 68th
Squadron - "Special forces" .

The competition will be organized on the 27th and 28th of September
2019 on the tactical shooting range facility of ICSTPS Alfa-Metal

Ltd , situated into the village of Michkovci, in a close proximity to
the town of Gabrovo, Bulgaria. There will be an attendance fee per team
. Additionally you will need to pay for accommodation, catering serv-
ices, internal and external transfers to Alfa-Metal facility.

If you wish to participate , you need to form a 4-men team.

Basic components of the competition:
passing through an obstacle path ( on a designated route and a•

designated way of going through each obstacle)
shooting with a long-barrel weapon on a distances of : 85, 65, 50•

and 20 meters (usage of SAR AK 47 and M 4 carbine )
shooting with a short-barrel weapon , transition from primary to•

secondary weapon
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providing first aid - includes use of a tourniquet, an Israeli•
bandage, and following by a procedure of an evacuation of an "injured
person" ( a dummy)

passing through a designated route and carrying an "injured per-•
son" (a dummy) - CQB village , going into and out of the buildings
while carrying an "injured person"

Equipment needed :
mandatory - tactical equipment - a minimum of 10 kilos•
mandatory - a helmet, eye and ear protectors•
recommendаtory - gloves, knee and elbow protectors  •
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Recommendable dates for preliminary trainings of the teams :
From the 10th of September until the 20th of September 2018.
Deadline for applying : 30th of August 2019
Final team results will be split into 2 categories :

1.Current officers of the Ministry of Interior , Ministry of De-
fence and National Service for protection .

2.Civilians and Ex officers
For more information you can contact us at : 
ofiice@alfa-metal.com , 
+35966830000 ; 
www.alfa-metal.com
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Remarkable executive protection stories: 
Embrace uncertainty and remember the duct tape

Like people in any other profession, executive protection agents like
nothing better than a good story. Some of our favorites are about the

agents who go above and beyond the call of duty and demonstrate excep-
tional qualities to achieve the extraordinary. Others are more down to
earth, but reveal some of the quirkier sides of what is already a quirky
profession. After all, who but an EP agent can get excited about a story
in which practically everything goes wrong behind the scenes, but what
everyone sees is a boring non-event?

Stories are fun, but let’s be straight about a few things, first. For
one thing, even though a story might appear to make an EP agent sound

like a selfless hero or a complete idiot, unless you were there and have
all the facts (and Monday-morning quarterbacks never do), judging an-
other agent’s actions in a given context is tricky at best – and down-
right dumb at worst. For another, every agent has his or her own limits,
and only the individual agent can draw the line between business as
usual and going the extra mile in an extraordinary situation.

Some of these stories happened to the two of us, others we’ve heard
from good colleagues. We’ve changed a few details to keep things

anonymous, but we know the stories are true. We also know that you guys
in the industry have a ton of other stories. So here are a few of ours.

Keep calm on the surface and paddle like hell underneath

OK, this isn’t much of a story – it’s more of a way of life. It’s in-
spired by one of our favorite animals, and it demonstrates some of

the things we keep telling new agents: It’s not about you, so don’t
take upsets personally. Just do your job and get used to doing a lot of
things that no one will ever notice. Or practically never notice.
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middle of a trip when we got word that the principal had to change

the itinerary. Again. Now, this happens all the time and is nothing
unusual in and of itself. But this was the third time in as many days
that the trip was completely revised. This particular trip involved a
lot of people, a lot of places, and had a lot of moving parts. Every
time this happened we had to throw out hours and even weeks’ worth of
preparation and re-do everything. When one of the trip’s legs changed,
it pulled the rug out from underneath everything else that followed
and we had to hustle like crazy to keep up.

Our agent took the changes in stride and discretely began working
two phones underneath the table, out of the view of everyone else

seated. Heaven and hell would need to be moved in short order in order
to keep the trip on track, and the text messages were flying. But that’s
no reason to act like one of those idiots who keeps his nose in his
phone while eating dinner with other people. Between bites and conver-
sation, you can get a lot done.

The executive admin knew what was going on, however, and let the
agent know that she knew in an equally discrete way. “You guys never

seem to lose it,” she commented, “no matter how much we throw at you.
You’re like ducks that keep calm on the surface and paddle like hell
underneath the water.”

That pretty much sums up what we try to teach our younger colleagues:
Do your job without making the client aware of all the details, hus-

tle, and then things go way easier.

Shortcut to the Great Wall? Take the Subway (and grab a sandwich
while you’re there)  

Atrip to the Great Wall is on practically every foreign visitor’s
list of “things to do” when in Beijing. While it might not be true

that you can see the Wall from outer space, this amazing attraction can
definitely be seen on a day trip if you’re in the Chinese capital. A
lot of our principals try to make time for it at some point in their
travels, and we always try to facilitate the trip as smoothly as pos-
sible.

The only prob- lem is, the
Great Wall is on practically

every domestic t o u r i s t ’ s
bucket list, too. The crowds vary
from crazy on a calm day to ab-
solutely intimi- dating on a bad
day. Local au- thorities do
their best to keep up by restricting private traffic to the wall en-
trances and making everyone take a bus for the last leg of the journey.
In addition to slowing down what are always packed schedules, travel on
these cramped buses is a far cry from business class and opens a number
of security vulnerabilities.
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So we were pretty happy when one of our agents discovered what we now
refer to as “the Subway trick”. Local police won’t allow private ve-

hicles to make the last leg of the journey to the Great Wall entrance.
But they will allow private vehicles to drive to the Subway up the road
to buy a sandwich, and that Subway happens to be right next to the en-
trance.  Ever since, a stop at Subway on the way to the Wall is standard
practice – and one of our better-kept secrets (until now).

We recently ran into a seasoned security pro who had worked in China
dozens of times for government dignitaries and other VIPs. Somehow

the conversation turned to the Great Wall, and the guy was complaining
about that last bus ride. We asked him, “Haven’t you ever tried the Sub-
way trick?” and were surprised that he’d never heard of it. In fact, he
refused to believe it would work. No worry, we don’t want everybody
headed for a Buffalo Chicken at our favorite place anyway. And by the
way, there is more than one entrance to the Great Wall near Beijing. Not
sure all of them have a Subway…

Jimmy Choo SNAFU? Nothing a little duct tape can’t fix 

Things always get a little hectic for celebs around awards shows, es-
pecially for women. There’s a lot of focus on dresses in particular,

but the concentration on all wardrobe details, hair, nails and whatever
is just relentless. Schedules are jammed, too, with A-Listers squeezing
in appointments before, during and after the show. Time is at a premium
and smooth logistics are essential.

We were taking care of one of our principals during the Golden Globe
Awards in LA a few years ago when the fashion fiasco hap-

pened. On the way from her last appointment to the
red carpet and dozens of eagle-eyed photogra-
phers, she broke a heel. Now, the principal is a
pro who has been around the block plenty of
times and has been in and out of worse jams.
Still, she was bummed: there was no time to
pick up another pair of shoes. Going barefoot
was not a good alter- native, but looked
like the only option. Then there was that
dress length alter- ation that had to happen
in about 10 minutes, in traffic.

While she was fuming in the back seat and making calls
left and right, all in vain, our agent sat up front with the broken

shoe and his trusty bag. Of course, he had a small roll of duct tape and
a scissors, so he got to work and got the heel back on. Not suitable for
a hike across town, but good enough to make it through the next hour or
so until some replacements could be sent to the venue.
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AM TACTICAL JUNE  2019He then asked the principal for the other shoe – the unbroken one. She
nearly hit him in the head with it when she threw it from the back to
the front seat. The agent wanted to give both heels that silver textured
look and feel that only the finest duct tape imparts – otherwise the
principal’s look would be limping.
As they pulled into the line of cars waiting to discharge their VIPs,
our agent handed the principal both shoes and suggested she go easy on
the after-party dancing, but they should hold for a while. The heels
looked great – now with a subtle contrast to the rest of the shoe – and
no one was the wiser.
To us, this agent deserves better than a stiletto to the back of his
head – and to be fair to the principal, she did thank him profusely.
But the agent saved the day only because of a little forward thinking
that included duct tape. Lesson learned? Forward thinking should always
include duct tape.

Good to the last drop: Going the extra pint for the principal

Our agent was on a detail escorting a critically ill patient for an
operation abroad.

While the principal was in the operating room, an urgent call went
out from the intensive unit’s secretary: The patient needed blood

immediately, and the blood type was relatively rare. Just our agent’s
type, in fact.

30 seconds later, the agent had a needle in his arm to commence the
obligatory screenings prior to drawing a unit of blood.

The chief surgeon stopped by the lab to chat. After exchanging a
few pleasantries, the real reason for his visit became clear. “You

know,” he smiled, “when I was your age I always gave a double por-
tion.” The agent got the message. Not to be outdone by a surgeon in
his 70s who wouldn’t ask for it if he didn’t need it, the agent
gladly offered to double up.
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Never fly after donating blood. Unless you have to.

Less than an hour after his two-portion-tap, the agent got another ur-
gent appeal. The patient was in critical need of an experimental med-

ication that could save his life, but was not available in the hospital
or anywhere else in the country. The clinic had miraculously arranged
for the meds to be flown to a nearby capital about an hour away by jet.

Could the agent fly to that airport on the principal’s jet, pick up
the package, get it back as soon as possible?

Now, ensuring the principal’s security and wellbeing often involves
tradeoffs, and this was one of those cases. Our agent had to weigh

the pros and cons of leaving the principal with local agents against the
option of sending someone else for the meds. In this case, he decided
that getting the meds back safely had the highest priority, and decided
to go. The pilot of the private jet understood the decision but was
still in doubt. Most doctors recommend against flying right after do-
nating a single blood unit. The agent had just been tapped for two. The
pilot promised to adjust cabin pressure to as low an altitude as he
could, and they were on their way.

“It was an unusual sensation,” the agent recalls, “and proof that our
bodies are incredibly resilient. The nervous and circulatory systems

prioritize the brain when necessary, so as soon as we gained altitude,
my fingers and toes went cold as all available blood was shunted to my
brain. My extremities went numb, and I was out like a light in minutes,
waking up only when we touched ground.”

With a ticking clock as his biggest challenge, the agent made his way
from the general aviation area across two terminals. The package was

waiting for him. He immediately turned around and headed back to the
private jet.

A great EP agent in a great industry

We’ve known this agent for many years, and feel very confident in his
extraordinary abilities to get things done for the sake of his prin-

cipals. He embodies what makes this industry a great place to work – and
is an example to anyone who wants to work in executive protection.

We could go on. There are lots of similar stories of our guys and gals
going the extra mile for clients. We hope to share more in the fu-

ture!

from assolution.com
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AM SHOOTER
Alfa- Metal organizes a shooting competion

on 06th of July 2019. AM Shooter is event
for everybody, who is not a professionalist,
but love shooting. There will be 2 different
scenarios for women and men. Everybody will
shoot 25 rounds. The participants will use CZ.
Shooting is a passion. Everybody, who wants to
have one different Saturday is welcome.
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